ON THE INFLUENCE OF CHINESE PRESTIGE
LANGUAGES ON CHINESE DIALECTS

Vesa-Jussi Vuori

INTRODUCTION
The birth and development of regional speech varieties within the Sinitic linguistic area involves the southward spread, in several waves' of Chinese speaking
populations from the birthptace of Chinese civilization, supposed to be in the
basins of the Wei, Luo, and Middle Yellow rivers, in North Central China' in the
area ofthe modem Shaanxi and Henan provinces (Escure 1997:127). The earliest
wave of immigration south of the Yangtze (Changiiang) took place during the Qin
and Han dynasties (221 BC AD 220) when this area was incorporated into the
Sinitic political and cultural sphere in an irrevocable way (Norman 1979:269).
The second major southbound flow of Chinese people happened after the fall
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became the foundation for a new southem literary language during the Southem
dynasties (AD 420-589) (Norman 1988: 186). On the whole, however, the years
after Han until the beginning of the Sui dynasty (581-618) were marked by
politicat unrest and this period of almost four hundred years of political and cultural disunity has been generally viewed as decisive for the dialectal differentia-

of the Westem Jin dynasty in AD 316 when the ruling

tion of the Sinitic parent language.
During the Tang dynasty (618-907), an influential common vemacular and
literary standard arose, based on the dialect of Chang'an. Since dialectal diversification had by this time become fairly considerable, this common colloquial
speech variety was generally used as a means of oral communication, while the
literary form served as the standard way in which the characters were read
(Norman 1988: 186). It has been argued that it is the slightly altered, later form of
the Tang standard, developed due to the change of the capital to Kaifeng in the
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Northem Song dynasty (960-1127), which has served as the principal source for
the literary layers of modern southem dialects (Pulleyblank 1984: 3-4),
The moving of the capital to the northem site of what today is Beijing in the
Yuan dynasty (1271-1368), founded by the Mongols, marked the beginning of yet
another common language variety of even greater impact and longer duration,
with features from the Sinitic speech form used in the capital area, the impact of
which is probably at its strongest today with the officially sanctioned status of its
present descendant, the national language, putonghua.

Even though the southward spread of Chinese speaking populations meant
diversification of the Sinitic parent language, during times of political stability,
however, this centrifugal force was counterbalanced, to a variable degree, by the
centripetal influence of the various forms of Chinese used in offrcial contexts
(Norman 1988: 185). This centripetality is manifested as lexical stratification in
dialects, as the process of borrowing from a standard language into non-standard
speech varieties has been a characteristic feature throughout Chinese linguistic
history, a sign of the respective standard having been held in high regard, worthy
of borrowing from.l In southem dialects, the borrowing process has been even
more complex since in the course of time there has been more than one wave of

immigration from the north, each with its linguistic contribution to the local
southem varieties so that a particular dialect may have absorbed more than one
form from the same etymon. (Norman 1979:268-269).
At the beginning of the 20th century, after the collapse of the Qing dynasty in
l9l l, a conscious endeavour in linguistic matters in China began with the efforts
of the new government to build a modern China with one common Chinese
language. After twenty years of debates it was decided that this common language
would be based on the Beijing dialect, called guóyú (E¡iF, 'national language'),
which was to be taught to and learned by everyone. However, there was much
dispute as to imposing a single standard at the cost of excluding other varieties.
(Escure 1997: 139-140).

After the victory of the Communist party in 1949, the official

language

policy aiming at a common national language was declared to be part of the goals
the Communists had for the reunification, literacy and modernization of China.
The new standard was simply called putonghra (Éüì.É), 'common language'. It
was defined as being founded on the Beijing pronunciation, the Northem Chinese

in general

and the exemplary literary works written in the modern
colloquial as its grammatical model. The complete unification of Sinitic linguistic

varieties

A

Chinese exchange student told the undersigned a few years ago that young men in her
home town, Xiamen, Fujian province, are especially fond of interspersing their southern Min
colloquial with words and cxpressions frorm putonghaø. lf true, this is a modern manifestation of this bonowing tendency, very probably not exclusively characteristic of modem
Xiamen colloquial speech.
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varieties was to be achieved through the promotion of the common language in
the cultural and educational systems as well as in all phases of the daily life of the
people. (Escure 1997:140; Ramsey 1987: l4).

As the result of advances within the frelds of education and modem technology, China is today in a position where during the latter hatf of the 20th century, a common linguistic standard has been effectively taught even in the most
far-away nooks and comers of the country. One cân very well say that at the
present time the position of the national language is stabilized and unshakeable.
During the fifty years of it being taught at schools all over China, putonghua has
influenced local dialects to a point where the birth of different sociolects associated with age groups has been observed. The assumed movement toward the
standard language amidst younger speakers can plausibly be attributed to its
prestige status as the symbol of upward social mobility.
Although this paper basically discusses one single phenomenon, namely the
influence of a standard language on non-standard language varieties, it will, however, make a terminological distinction between a historically earlier and a his-

toricatly later phase of such influence. To refer to the former, the traditional
Chinese terminological pair wén-bái t Ê'literary/colloquial' will be made use of,
in addition to their English equivalents, while in the description of the latter, such
auxiliary Chinese terms as tW lãop,ài 'old generation', + ¿fß zhõngpài 'middle
generation' and ffiÙK xinpài 'new generation', will also be adopted.
The purpose ofthe paper is neither to engage in a detailed discussion on the
phonological history of Chinese dialects, nor to ponder over the probable chronology of different literal layers in the same, but, instead, to give a general view'
within the Chinese context, of the influence of a standard language on nonstandard varieties, so characteristic of Chinese linguistic history, which is basically a history of the spread of northem dialectal features into southem territory, a
trend that in modem times is perhaps stronger than ever.
It would be interesting to see the consequences, in this resp€ct, ofthe present

era of stability. V/ill it last long enough for there to occur more profound linguistic unification of the Sinitic dialects through the adoption of sociolects more
and more influenced by the standard; or will it be disrupted, and by analogy with
earlier discontinued periods of politicat unity in Chinese history, leave after it, as
linguistic sign of its existence, a distinctly recognizable lexical stratum in the
fi¡ture non-standard dialects?
The reconstructed forms cited in the text are from Pulleyblank (1984;
and Baxter (1992),

l99l)
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EARLIER PRESTIGE INFLUENCEz wén AND å¿it
In terms of traditional Chinese phonological thought, the literary and colloquial
forms of the same etymon in Chinese dialects can be distinguished from each
other by differences in (i) initials, (ii) rhymes and sometimes (iii) tones. The
dialect of Lichuan, a Gan variety, spoken in eastem Jiangxi province, and the
Meixian dialect, a Hakka speech form, hailing from Guangdong province, may
serve as cases in point in this respect in the following sets, with the Lichuan items
coming first. Reconstructed Late Middle Chinese (= LMC)2 forms are provided in
parentheses after the Chinese character, which serves as a common semantic
denominator for each wén-bái paft:

(i)

t
É

{f 'body' (LMC thiaù
t'i44
hi44

ñ

'to charge' (LMC tñut)

t'y?s
hy?s

(Pulleyblank l99l:305,3l l; LFYCD, p.5)

I
É

* 'to go' (LMC
k,i44
hi52

khiaj/kßya)

I

'bird' (LMC tíaw)

¡iaual
tiau44

(Pulleyblank l99l:261,225; Yuan 1989: 153)

(ii)

t
É

fft 'to

push' (LMC

t\ta¡) lll

ttyzz
hoiz2

'to gather' (LMC xßuaj)

fi13

foir3

(Pulleyblank l99l: 312, 134; LFYCD, p. 5)

r
å

jF 'flat' (LMC

I
p'ia¡tt
p'int

pßiaj¡)

ñ

'neat' (LMC ßñia¡)

ts'il

I

ts'ell

(Pulleyblank l99l:240,246; Yuan 1989: 153)

Pulleyblank (1984; l99l) distinguishes two phases in the Middle Chinese period, Late
Middle Chinese (= LMC) and Early Middle Chinese (= EMC). As we have already mentioned, the literary layers in all southern dialects are, according to Pulleyblank, derived from
what he calls the Song standard, rather than from the earlier Tang variety, both Late Middle
Chinese language forms, which with some differences between them, evolved in the area of
modem Henan and Shaanxi provinces respectively. The reconstructed LMC forms in this
paper relate to the Tang standard as the evidence for the Song variety is too scanty fior a
reliable reconstruction (Pulleyblank I 984: 3-4).
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4. 'ro sit'(LMC tsâua') Æ 'thick' (LMC xfraw)
heulS
t'Ol3
heU22
t'O22
(Pulleyblank

l99l

424, 125; LFYCD, p. 5)

É'heavy' (LMC trñywf ) T'down' (LMC xlìia :')

È
Ê

ts'u¡sz
ts'u¡41

ha52

haaa

(Pulleyblank l99l:41 1,334; Yuan 1989: 153)

If we look at the initials in (i) and compare them to earlier, reconstructed
Sinitic forms, we notice that in the frrst pair (Lichuan 'body' and 'to charge'), the
literal variants show an aspirated alveolar consonant, a sound very similar to the
Late Middle Chinese initials, while their colloquial counterparts have glottal
fricatives in their stead. In the Hakka pair, the relationship between the wén and
åái forms of 'to go' is similar to the Lichuan cases, an aspirated stop versus a
glottal fricative, whereas in 'bird', the colloquial variant seems to have retained
the original LMC form, contrary to the literal morpheme that has a palatal nasal as
token of its more northem provenance (niew)J.
If a later form of Middle Chinese is the source for literary variants in southem dialects, then this should be reflected at least in Meixian, which is regarded as
belonging to that dialect group (cf. Norman 1988: 182-183, 210)' However, only
one of the rhymes in the two pairs under (ii) bears direct resemblance to the
reconstructed LMC form, and thât is the Meixian bái vantnt of 'flat'. Perhaps the
monophthongs in the Meixian wé¡¡ items under (ii) are due to the differences
a

mentioned by Pulleyblank (1984: 3-4) to have existed between the two LMC
standards, the earlier Tang and the later Song. The Lichuan dialcct, for its part,
does not belong to what have been considered southem dialects but is a central
dialect (Norman 1988: 182-183), so on that basis its literary forms possibly represent yet another, slightly different line of development, but naturally the kind
of backgtound suggested for Meixian literary forms could hold for Lichuan, too.
Anyway, the change from a more complex vowel structure to a simpler one
in the cases under (ii) must have happened in the time after the heyday of the

Tang standard and before the Early Mandarin period, since the EaM forms
reconstructed by Pulteyblank (1991: 312, 134,240,246) for the syllable morphemes in question consistently have simple vowels, e.g: tShui 'to push', xui 'to
gather', phig 'flat' , ts¡i 'neat'. On the other hand, as the evidence available is, as
Pulleyblank (1984:

34)

notes, insufficient for a satisfactory reconstruction of the

This is actually a form of a later period that Pulleyblank (1991: 3-4; 1984:63) calls Early
Mandarin, daling back to the Yuan dynasty.
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Song standard so that its vowel structure cannot be ascertained, and as the rhymes

of the wén items under (ii) bear a closer resemblance to those reconstructed for
EaM than to the ones suggested for LMC, then the assumption that the literary
forms in (ii) may ow€ their origin to a prestige language with features more
characteristic of Early Mandarin than of LMC, suggests itself.
As far as tones (iii) are concemed, the literary forms in Lichuan and Meixian
coincide with putonghaa in sharing the same tonal category with Late Middle

Chinese, while the colloquial forms have switched over to another category
(LFYCD, pp.5-6; Yuan 1989: 153; Pulleyblank l99l: 411,334).
A change that is extremely general in the phonological history of northern
Chinese dialects is palatalization of MC initial velars before high front vowels
(ki- > tci-, xi- > çi-, etc.). Consequently, Sinitic varieties, which in their development have not undergone the movement of the tongue towards the hard palate,
often distinguish a colloquial variant with a velar initial from a literary one having
a palatal consonant. The Shuangfeng dialect, an Old Xiang variety from central
parts of Hunan province, and Shanghainese (Jiangsu province) of the Wu dialect
group are instances of such historically non-palatalizing speech forms as proved
by the first member of the two subsequent bái-wën pairs: kotJ - tçioss 'family'
(ã) (Yuan 1989), frots - Çia3t 'summer' (E) (Miyata 1988: 157). If the Late
Middle Chinese forms of these syllable morphemes, as reconstructed by Pulleyblank (1991: 411,334), are compared to Early Middle Chinese forms suggested
by the same author, we notice the intrusion of a palatal approximant in the former,
creating a context amenable to palatalization: LMC kja: - EMC ka:Í/b:; LlldC

xfrja: -EMC ya:ih/ye:h.
Since literary readings are generally of northern origin within the Chinese
dialectal area, their adoption in non-northem Sinitic varieties naturally signifies a
convergence, to an extent, of phonological features between different dialects
along the lines set by developments in the north, as is evident from the previous
cases. A nasalized colloquial rhyme in Shuangfeng, for example, is corresponded
by a rhyme with a vowel and a nasal consonant as distinct segmental elements in
the literary variant, making the latter look more familiar to those versed in the
modem standard language, and in so far as history is concerned, the segmentally

distinct rhymes resemble more the ones in Early Mandarin (= gut, than the ones
in Late Middle Chinese, e.g.: míûs - mín23 'bright' (Efi) (cf. EaM miX, LMC
miajg), tõzs - yín23'to go' (tr) (cf. EaM xig,LMC xfrjajfi (Yuan 1989: l16;
Pulleyblank l99l:216,344). In the same way, in piozt - pi23'wall' (&) (Yuan
1989: 116), the literary reading is a mirror image of EaM pi, differing rather
clearly fiom LMC pjajk (Pulleyblank l99L: 34). So again, in respect to the
literary forms, we are either dealing with borowings f¡om the Song standard or
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perhaps even from a later language variety, with features close to those of Early
Mandarin.

In the following Shuangfeng syllabte morphemes, the literary form differs
similar to
from its colloquial counterpart not only in terms of the rhyme
- more
putonghua,
al
the
one
in
modern
Early
Mandarin
and
the one reconstructed for
least in the case of 'stone', than to the assumed Late Middle Chinese rhyme - but
also in respect to the initial, a retroflex consonant, very much a mark of northern
Sinitic influence: /rsrrs - to23 'only' (Ã) (cf. EaM lrr¡ LMC /pr), piss - çíoss
'stone'(ã) (cf.EaM,rd, LMC Siajk) (Yuan 1989: l16; Pulleyblank l99l: 404,
283). And a null initial in the literary reading is the thing to be expected in such
Shuangfeng wén-bái pairs as mût - uût 'eveninç' (ffi) (cf. EaM uan, LMC
ujyanlua:n) as well as minst - uan55 'mosquito' ({t) (cf. EaM uun, LMC uiynl
uun) ffuan 1989: I l6; Pulleyblank l99l : 317, 323). The bilabial initial of these
two forms, part of the syllable structure in the traditional Shuangfeng dialect, is
arguably a feature of Early Middle Chinese: cf. muan, man (Pulleyblank l99l:
3t7,323).
That there should be iregularities in the regional distribution of literary and
colloquial variants of syllable morphemes in a local dialect is surely nothing
extraordinary, but the fact that variation in this respect can takc place within a
relatively small area is perhaps something worth taking note of. In the northwestern Mandarin dialect of Taiyuan, the capital of Shanxi province, for example,
the speech variety in the city proper and the one spoken in the southern suburbs
É dichotomy in their syllable morpheme inventory,
are both characterized by

I

but not necessarily in the same syllable morphemes. E.g.:

southern suburbs

city proper

ü[ 'shoe' (LMC xfria:)

I

Çiet

É

xaill

Ì

t'aul

I

xail

t'au

I

I

II

tau ll

H

[E 'casket' (LMC xfrja:p)

I
Ê

çia?so

xa?s¡
(TFYCD, pp.

xa?s¡

lt-5; Pulleyblank l99l: 341, 303, 333)

3s4
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Despite its being counted as a Mandarin dialect presumably not drastically
removed, in a historical sense, from that northem Sinitic language variety which,
generally speaking, has given rise to the literal forms above, we notice that the
colloquial Taiyuan forms in the first and third set above do not have an unvoiced
palatal initial, but an unvoiced velar f¡icative instead. It is possible, ofcourse, that
these å¿Íi items are derived from the LMC form, shown in parentheses, with a

palatal approximant in the initial consonant cluster, which approximant has
simply been dropped during the derivation process. But, on the other hand, the
Early Middle Chinese forms proposed by Pulleyblank (1991: 341, 333) for the
syllable morphemes in question do not show palatal approximants at all (cf, EMC
yaiplye:p 'casket'), which suggests the possibility that the
modern Taiyuan dialectal forms could historically have more to do with Early

yaijlyej 'shoe',

Middle Chinese rather than Late Middle Chinese.
On the basis of 'peach', the Taiyuan dialect seems to deviate from the typical
Mandarin development in that it has not tumed the Early Middle Chinese voiced
stop in the píng tone in daw (Pulleyblank I 991 : 303) into a voice less aspirate (cf.
the wén form), but has opted for a voiceless non-aspirate instead, which is usually
the outcome of this change in non-píng tones. With this syllable morpheme it
seems that in the language of the city proper, the colloquial variant for 'peach' has
been firlly replaced by the literal form.
The infiltration ofliterary variants into non-standard dialects in the course of
Sinitic linguistic history has at times lead to a situation where the literary reading
has ousted the colloquial variant in one syllable morpheme, while in another the
latter has been retained. That is why in the Gan dialect of Nanchang in Jiangxi
province,'to eat, drink, smoke'(11å), for example, ís tç'ia?s and not tC'itJ, on the
pattern of the colloquial alternative, while 'to kick' (E) is t'its and not ,'¡ols, in
accordance with the literary tradition (NFYCD, p. 16).This type of development
is not exclusively the concern of the morphological domain, but relate to the
lexicon, too, since monosyllabicity is not an infrequent feature in Sinitic lexical
items, not to speak of the possibility for syllable morphemes to appear as constituents in more complex lexemes.
Thus, the adoption of extraneous material in earlier times into the syllable
morpheme inventory of various non-standard Sinitic varieties has had consequences in respect to the composition of complex lexemes. In Suzhou, for
example, a Wu dialect from Jiangsu province, the character th in *lJ# 'thing'
follows the colloquial norm mr?23 while in #M 'thing, object' and thlft 'price',
it assumes the literary phonological form vr?23 (Yuan 1989: 69-70). In the following complex lexemes of Meixian Hakka (northern Guangdong province), on
the otler hand, for the constituents written with * and fÌ, only the colloquial
phonological alternative is allowed in such complex lexemes as tu|s2 si¡naa
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(Yuan

1989: 153; MFYCD, p. l7).
Sometimes the retention of etymologically identical forms has brought about
a situation where the meaning of a complex lexeme depends on its assumption of
either a cotloquial phonological form or a literary reading as a block' as the subsequent disyllabic instances from the southern
from Fujian province, indicate:

Min dialect of Xiamen (Amoy),

É

Ì

ñzk

þsllzl ls¡is3'rain water'

usl/ss

x.x

t¡l ll2l lçss5'mother-in-law'

suis3

'the name

of

a solar term'

f¿il l/21 þ¿s5 'expert'

(XFYCD, p. 19)

Fufhermore, this dialect possesses curious disyllabic repetitive lexemes
where the constituents are represented by the literary and the colloquial forms - in
this order of an etymologically identical syllable morpheme, e.g.: lakt t/ss lo?ss
lose', IicXtnr li¡tt (7,7)'well-to-do', k'i?tt/53 k'uattt (Sltfi*) 'to

(##),to

lack' (XFYCD, p. l9).
Although many sinitic speech varieties are affected by the wén-bái dichotomy in their lexicon, none of them parallels the complexity of Min dialects in this
respect. The regions where these dialects are spoken have constituted, both cultur-

ally and geographically, a peripheral area in Chinese history. Thus they have
stood outside the principal tendencies in Sinitic linguistic development and have,
for example, retained the old Han lexicon better than other dialects. This means
that while taking in new items from the various prestigious dialects, they have

often managed to retain etymologically identical forms from earlier times, with
the result that a single etymon can be represented by two, or even more, chronologically differentiated exponents. In the course of time, the two lexical strata,
literary and colloquial, have not been rigorously kept apart so that forms, which
originally belonged to the literary sphere, have been adopted into the colloquial
language, a situation with parallels elsewhere in Chinese dialects (cf. Nanchang
and suzhou on previous page). (Yuan 1989:249; Norman 1979:270.) Such cases
of absorption of wén items by everyday speech have naturally diminished the
distance between the two sociolinguistic registers, literary and colloquial, and
have fostered local convergent tendencies toward the dominant northern strain

within the Chinese sPeaking area.
Next we shall survey a case of extensive lexical stratifïcation by having a
look at a Sinitic variety with allegedly more than two phonological forms for a
historicatly single syllable morpheme. For this purpose, a representative of the
Southem Min group, the dialect of Chaoyang, has been chosen as an exponent.
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The distribution of the two registers between the members of a set of chaoyang
syllable morphemes with three different morphs each can be of four different
kinds in the present data: (i) two different colloquial forms, one literary form; (ii)
one colloquial form, two different literary forms; (iii) rhree different colloquial
forms, and (iv) three different literary forms. As a token of their common origin,
the three forms of each specific meaning in the chaoyang dialect are preceded by
the respective character in the following exposition. The mutual order of literary
and colloquial forms in (i) and (ii) conesponds to their order in the formulations
above:

(i)

EA

'bright'

miãss

mõ55

me055

TL

'private'

sai33

sul3

si33

ã

'flve'

!om3l3

0om53

u53

'to point'

tsâisl

ki53

tsis3

'tiger'

hom53

hu53

hu33

'family'

ke33

ka33

kiar¡

'pattern'
'to eat'

bous5

mõuss

mõs5

tsia?ss

si?55

sik55

niamss

nims5

limss

t'iamsj

tims5

t'im5s

(ii) fF
ffi,

,x
(iiÐtH

Ê
(iv)

tffi
IJÛ

'to
'to

arrive'
sink'

(Zhang 1979 264-267)

It is remarkable that there seem to be syllable morphemes with four, or even
five or six different forms in the Chaoyang dialect (Zhang 1979: 267\. The set of
characters with fou¡ readings consists of three items altogether, whereas the latter
two types are represented by only one single character each in the material at
hand. With regard to the register of origin, colloquial or literary, the set with four
readings (i) possesses two types, one with three båi and one w,én form,while in the
other type both strata are represented by two forms each. With five or six variants
per syllable morpheme, the latter (iii) represents an even distribution of forms,
while the former (ii) comprises two colloquial and three literary readings. E.g.:

I

É

(i) Ê
(ii)

tsel

I

tse53

)r

pt]33

h¡rr

paÐ33

hua¡3:

#

lau?t

lo?ss

lakss

lakr

k'apss

ap55

(iii)â

a?ss

t

ha?ss

tsai53

ha?r

t

tsia53

r

lokss
hapss
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As with the dialect of suzhou above, the various morphs of a

syllable
morpheme cannot be randomly used in Chaoyang but their appearance tends to be
restricted to specific contexts. For example, the distribution ofthe different readings of EJl, in the order exemplifîed on the previous page, is the following (Zhang
tllg: ze+,266-267): fla\4ÉgÄ 'pine torch" 2(flJl 'spark' and JEHJI 'bright'4' The
morphs of fF, for their part, appear in 'ÉlF 'finger', in lF as a monosyllabic verb

,to point" and in

üfF

'(hnger) ring'. The three presumably colloquial
forms under lË can be found in the following expressions - }F*lë 'ftngerprint',
¡nfiqss ¡nfyss 'blurred' and t#ifü 'model'- while those under |ffi, all of them

meaning

argued to be of extraneous origin in respect to the basic native syllable morpheme
'about to give birth',
stock in Chaoyang, function as constituents in llfi #

E

where llfi can also be realized as nim55, and in /Éllfi 'to honour somebody with
one's presence'.
tend likewise to be constrained to
Naturally, the six possible readings of
combinations where they are
the
subsequent
particular contexts as shown by

â

respectively used:

'metal', k'apss

âffi'#

k'apss ní?

f 'ù' 'to be to one's liking', l¿È
'to cater to' and â fÉ 'compatible'

'incompatible',

'wink', ã

fr

(Zhang 1979:267\.
Contrary to the circumstances of extensive stratification prevalent in Chaoyang in the present data, circumstances oftotal convergence seem to obtain in the
northem Mandarin variety spoken in the area of Jinan city, situated in central
Shandong province, in which the literary pronunciation is close to that in the
speech ofBeijing, and as the linguistic features adopted by the younger generation
(peopte under forty) in their colloquial tend to coincide with those represented by
the Beijing variety, it happens that sometimes the phonological make-ups of the
literary form and the colloquial form used by the younger generation in Jinan, are
similar (JFYCD, p. 4). For instance, with the syllable morpheme having the
meaning 'guest' (ã), bottr the literary reâding pronunciation and the modern
colloquial form are k'azt. AcEnlLy, k'7zr is a token of a systematic pattem where a
set of items ending in a glottal stop in the parent language (MC lchæk, Baxter
1992:77L\ are cofïesponded by open syllable forms ending in -a in the Beijing
variety, equalled in Jinan by a similar rhyme ('a) on the literary as well as the new
colloquial, and -ei on the traditional colloquial side. The diphthongized (-ei)
rhyme is the one found in the older generation's speech. E.g.:

As the items in which the phonological variants of Hfl are exclusively in Chinese characters
and as the phonological fìorms of the characters with which it is in combination are not
available for the present purposes, there is no other alternative but to use characters for the
whole expressions, respectively. Consistency in using characters also concems all the
examples to be given here, with the exception of two items.
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f,#'virtue'

É'colour'

T

[s213

gg2l3

Ê

[si2l3

s9i2l3

(JFYCD, p.4)

RECENT PRESTIGE INFLUENCE: SOCIOLECTS RELATING TO AGE
As shown in the previous chapter, chinese dialects have, during times of political
stability, been subjected to the influence of one or more prestige languages,
generally characterized by features typical ofnorthem Sinitic varieties. V/ith the
Beijing-based putonghua as a firmly established national language, the present era
should make no exception to this. we should like to argue that the impact of this

common koine ought not to be rejected when assessing the possible underlying
factors for some recent changes in non-standard chinese speech forms, without,
at the same time, ignoring the probability of parallel incipient tendencies in the
dialects themselves, Since we are dealing with synchrony now, these changes can
be observed in terms of sociolectal stratification with age as a differentiating
factor.

Differentiation into sociolects of the language used in a particular

speech

community is usually conceived as a tïrro-fold system in the sources consulted: the
language typical of the younger generation (ffi'ilK) and that representative of the
older generation (ållß). A finer categorization is, however, applied in the descriptions concerning the dialects of Mouping (Shandong province) and Shanghai, of
which the latter is described in terms of three sociolects (ffiù-tt, +Ìß, Zlß)
(ShFYCD, pp. 6-9) while the former adds one more to that so as to argue for the
existence of four different sociolects within the Mouping community (MoFYCD,
pp. 5-6). However, as the depiction of the sociolectal situation in Mouping is too
sketchy in the source used as to \ìrarrant a clear understanding of the linguistic
criteria adopted for the purpose of dividing into tlvo groups the middle-aged
portion of the community, it has been deemed advisable to regard Mouping as
similar to Shanghai as far as the number of linguistically differentiated age g¡oups
is concemed.

A change met in more than one dialect in the present data is the generalization of a prepalatal series of initial consonants (tp, tç', ç) at the cost of a corresponding apical (fs, ls ', s) or a palatal series (c, c', ç) in the sociolects of younger
speakers in the relevant speech communities. As the frrst-mentioned series stands
in opposition to the others, the loss of the other two naturally leads to the birth of

homophonic pairs, as can easily be noted in the subsequent tokens from Mouping
(i), a Mandarin dialect hailing from the northeastem tip of Jiaodong peninsula in
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Shandong province, Changsha (ii), a New Xiang dialect of the provincial capital
rüu varieties from Jiangsu:
of Hunan province, Suzhou (iii) and Shanghai (iv),

(i)

{l'by

1etc.¡'

+llß

bia¡51

*rffi

tgia¡51

1
=

#

'ginger'

cia¡51
tciaq

5l

ñ'neat'
tc'i53 #
tc,i53 =

ift'flag'

iL'first'

c'i5:

cianSl

1ç.¡53

cian

i[

ini'west' #'to kiil
si33 I ci33
ci33 = ç¡33

frt'shovel'
+

5I

çian5l
cian

5I

(MoFYCD, p.5)
(iD
lÊi

zw<

ffiùr

'wine' Â 'long'

tsiau4l

*
=

tçiau4l
tcieu4l
tçi3r¡41
(CFYCD, p.4)

*'wife'
ts'i33 i
tç'i33

'to cheat'
tc'i33
tc'i33

(i¡¡)

jl'starch' *'ginger'
ztß
ffiñ,

tsiã55
rciâ55

#
=

rciã55
1ç¡555

l-

'thousand' Pf 'to cheat'

iS'fragrant'

1ñ 'chest'

I
tc,il55 =

tç.i¡55

siõ55

tc.ir55

ciã55

Ë'blue'

&'tigtrt'

,Ë,

sie?55
cir?55

ts,i¡55

+

ciâ55
ciâ55

(SFYCD 1993:4)

(iv)

lEi'wine'

Zñ,
f

/ffiÌ/É

lL'nine'

tsi¡55 I tcirs5
tçb55 = tçir55

ts'ig53

I

tç'i453

tç'i¡53

=

tç'i¡53

'brcath'
+

Et 'to rest'
cie?55

ci¡?55

(ShFYCD, P. ?)

As can be noted, the (40ffi1rÉ doublets quoted here are quite on the pattern of
the standard language, in respect to homophony, except for the last pair in the
Shanghai set, in which the homophony between the formal exponents of the two
meanings 'breath' and 'to rest' are not coffesponded by homophonic forms in
putonghua, as xi'breath' and ¡iã 'to rest' indicate.
Accommodation to the phonology of the national language on the part of the
mid- and young generation speakers in the cited dialects is not necessarily the
only cause for change since the position before a high front vowel (i) is a context
amenable to palatalization of apicals and prepalatalization of palatals- But undeniably the simplifrcation process results in an approximation to putonghua and
perhaps the influence possibly exercised by the common standard in the present
case is subconscious, as it is common knowledge conceming language change that
movement towards a prestigious speech variety may happen without the speakers
being aware of the direction in which their speech is moving' And since we are

dealing with age groups that have been exposed to the standard language on a
regular basis through the educational system evef since their childhood, it is not
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inational to assume that the ofhcial language could very probably be the target

of

this subconscious movement.

In the dialect of Lichuan, the initial replaced by a prepalatal affricate in
words like 'thousand' (Í), tç'ienzz in xinpài speech, is not the corresponding
apical affricate but the aspirated stop ofthe apical series, as l'ien22, used in läopài
speech, shows (LFYCD, p. 5). Even though here the form adopted by younger
speakers is similar to the coresponding putonghua lexeme but for the tone pitch,

it could be the result of a systematic conclusion of a tendency in the language of
Lichuan lãopài speakers whereby the ouþut tç' of a more or less sporadic
addition of a fricative release to an aspirated apical /' has become a permanent
feature in the phonological system of younger speakers in the appropriate contexts. Being a regular change in the modern Lichuan dialect, the affricativization
of the aspirated apical stop before i has naturally applied in all contexts that
satis$ the necessary conditions, resulting also in forms alien to the phonology of
cognates in the national language, owing naturally to developmental divergences

in the syllable

of the two Chinese varieties. For example,
for 'oblique' (Sl) is quite regularly tç'iast (+ f'i¿ss t¿'ml)

morpheme stock

the xînpài form

(LFYCD, p. 5), obviously not homophonous with 6ie.i;, the corresponding standard Chinese form,

Consequently, we seem to be dealing here with a dialect-internal change
rather than an altemation accomplished principally due to extraneous influence,

whereby such forms as tç'ien22 among younger speakers incidentally coincide
with the exponent of the same etymon in putonghua. Yet, it cannot be denied that,
though the coincidence seems to be accidental, the change concerned does
contribute to convergence between the modem standard language and the Lichuan
dialsct,
If the changes discussed so far can be regarded as being at least partly
motivated by natural phonetic tendencies, a plausible phonetic motivation for a

substitution to be completed in the near future in Mouping, concerning the
pronunciation of the syllable morpheme meaning 'to produce; product' (P), is
difficult to come by, whereby the probability for extemal influence suggests itself.
In this dialect, the dividing line between the traditional pronunciation with a
fricative initial (.ran:r.r¡ and the one with an affricative, "beijingized" initial
consonant (ts'anst¡ seems to lie around the age of forty five to fifty as people
under it tend to favour the latter while those over fifty are in the habit of keeping
the former (MoFYCD, pp. 5-6). Quite unsurprisingly, the age of the speakers who
are inclined to apply the affricative pronunciation comprises those who have been
subjected to systematic, daily exposureto putonghaa, both as a school subject and
as a medium of education, after the establishment of a nation-wide compulsory
educational system in the People's Republic of China.
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It seems that the contrary to replacing an apical initial series by a prepalatal
one (see pp. 358-359) in a sociolect shared by younger speakers in a community
may also happen, as proved by the following forms from a representâtive of the
Gan group, the dialect of Nanchang, the capital of Jiangxi province:

z,t)R

tçytz

{!'place'
tç'yztl

#îlrr

tsu42

1g'q213

ffi'pig'

ift'forest'
SUI I

çyl

I

(NFYCD, p.4)

The reversed change of a prepalatal initial into an apical one in the above
Nanchang syllable morphemes can perhaps be explained as being a concomitant
of the switch from a front to a back vowel in the rhyme, with a less favourable
context for palatal sounds as a result. What has caused the vowel change then?
\lVhen one compares the #ill[ forms with the conesponding syllable morphemes
in the standard language Qhû,chú, sår7), one is tempted to argue for overall influence from that direction on th€ linguistic habits of younger language users in
Nanchang.

The sudden preference by younger speakers in Lichuan, historically a nonpalatalizing Gan dialect, for a prepalatal initial instead of the traditional velar
sound retained by older Lichuan speakers in morphemes where northern dialects
universally show a prepalatal sound, makes one tend to regard impact from the
modem standard language as a significant factor in bringing about this difference
between the two sociolects proposed for the Lichuan dialect. Thus, by way of the
assumed adjustment of younger Lichuan inhabitants to the northern nonn in this
respect, the velar stop initials are perchance on their way to oblivion in this Gan
dialect. E.g.:

zw
ffi'lftt

4É'light'
k'ia¡zz
tÇ'iaqzz

Íf

'eggplant'

k'io35
tç'io3s

(LFYCD, p. 5)

The new Lichuan variety has also relinquished the final bilabial nasal -,,? in
favour of a Beijing type dental -n. Note also the prepalatal initial replacing the
velar stop

in'metal' inthexlnpài form in the following

Â

ztß

ffrr

'to

covet' â

ham22
han22

set:

'metal'

kimzz
tçin2z

(LFYCD, p.5)
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just cited, the following exponents of sociolectal
differentiation in respect to initial consonants, taken from Jinan, Xi'an and
Shanghai dialects, show, in the case of younger speakers, conspicuous points of
resemblance with features characteristic of the language form on which putonghua is based, so that it is difficult not to accept the possibility of the standard

In addition to the

cases

language having served as a model for the alterations that have taken place.

A remarkable difference between the speech ofyoung Jinan speakers as contrasted with that of the older generation is predilection for a null initial consonant
by the former against a consistent retention ofa velar nasal by the latter in certain
syllable morphemes. E.g.:

É

'to like'

ffiltK

e2l

zìß

!e2l
(JFYCD,

lf

Jacket'

*'quiet'

c55

ã2t3

0c5s

rJâ213

p,5)

Though lhe xlnpài forms with no initial consonant are in this respect similar
to the equivalent standard forms, this change may not have been as drastic as it
looks on paper. That is, altemation between forms with a zero initial and those
with a velar in the null position may have been a feature of lãopài speech, and
perhaps under pressure from the prestigious standard language, younger speakers
have opted for variants with a zero initial.
Another prominent phonological difference between the two sociolects in
Jinan is embodied in the opposition between a voiced retroflex fricative and a
lateral initial consonant, in which the element of the fricative series marks
younger speakers who, presumably by the action of putonghua, have fricativized
the initial. E.g.:

ã

ËË'weak'

9('soft'

ffitß

4ttà2t

4uãss

4rr\42

ztß

lua2l

lua))

lu¡az

'to hold'

(JFYCD, p,5)

Instead of a retroflex series consisting of initial aspirated and non-aspirated
affricates, and voiceless and voiced fricatives, shared by putonghua and the
speech of the younger generation in Xi'an, the capital of Shaanxi province in the
northwestern Mandarin dialect area, the traditional Xi'an variety has initial
bilabial and labiodental consonants. E.g.:
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trã'pig'

lN 'to go out'

S'book'

À'enter'

z,ß

Pfuzt

Pfu2r

fu2l

vu2l

ff

tPuzt

tP'gzt

t

4J2t

ùß

0uu
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(XiFYCD, p. a)

The oldest group ofspeakers in Shanghai still retain both the voiced and the
voiceless bilabial fricatives Ul, û) in their phonemic inventory while the other two
groups younger in age have relinquished them in favour of their labiodental
equivalents (v,/). Furthermore, in addition to substituting the latter sounds for the
former, the zhõng¡tài and the xinpài speakers havc broken down the homophony
concurrent ín the tãopài set with the mentioned bilabials as initials, by dividing
the substituting initial consonant in two, which results in syllable morphemes with
initials similar in quality, within the restrictions dictated by the Shanghai two-

register tonal system, to the ones in putonghua in the corresponding cognates.
Note also approximation towards Beijing type rhymes under the sememes 'to
retum' and 'yellow' in the case of the two younger age groups. E.g.:
ffif 'govemment'

z,tß

+lffiÌß
*,tß
4tffi'fx

Õuss =

.t'fire'

tF'meal'

ii[

'to return'

Õuss

Êer:

Fe¡¡

fu3a +

hu3a

vr23 *

ñue23

â

F'dim'

Ë'room'

Ë'yellow'

Õa¡sr

fJdt¡

Fdtr

'to divide'

{a¡sr

fe¡sr

+

(ShFYcD,

hua¡s:

u5z:1'1.) # ñuoz¡ (S)
66zr (*f)
vÃæ (üf)

pp.ç7)

voiced glottal fricative fr at the onset of some syllable morphemes has
tended, presumably under pressure from putonghua, to be replaced with 4, the
voiced counterpart to the unvoiced prepalatal fricative ø in the equivalent cognate
forms of the national language, in the speech of Shanghainese teenagers. The
voiced quality of the supplanting sound is due to the cited syllable morphemes

A

having lower register tones. E.g.:

X'cave'

lÍ

z,t+tß

ñyr?tr

ñi¡tl

ñyo¡tr

ñffiùrtt

?Yr?tt

ãir¡rt

4YorJtt

(ShFYCD, p. 8)

'to go'

ÉË'bear'
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So far our treatment of sociolectal differentiation in various Sinitic speech
varieties has given almost exclusive priority to initial consonants, while the
analysis of the rest of the syllable in this resp€ct has been restricted to a couple of
passing remarks. Therefore the following few paragtaphs will concentrate on
bringing up dissimilarities in rhymes as a function of age in Mouping, Luoyang,

Xi'an, Taiyuan, Guiyang and Shanghai dialects.
In a set of Mouping items where lãopài and zhõngpài speakers consistently
have an -uo rhyme, xînpài speakers have in some cases substituted -a for it
(MoFYCD, p. 5). The distribution of the two rhymes in the speech of the latter
seems in many cases to parallel their distribution in the corresponding set in the
standard language. The symmetry in segmental structure in this set between
putonghua and the language of the youth is not complete, however, as shown in
the table below by the third item from left, which in the national language is xast.
Sometimes the standard and the three sociolects coincide in segmental form, as
proved by the items in the last column. However, the substitution by younger
Mouping speakers does signify further convergence in form, albeit occasionally,
of the two Sinitic language varieties:

'brother' ñI 'to be able'
l6t¡9213
kUOsl
kesl
lç'g213

€l'

zt+tß
fif

ÙK

?T 'to congratulate'

¡s9l3l
¡g9l3l

fti 'pot'
kuosl
kuo5l

(MoFYCD, p.5)

In Luoyang, the former imperial capital situated in the western part of Henan
province, the speech variety used in the old city itselfi, the traditional Luoyang
dialect of the northern Mandarin group, possesses a suffixal high unrounded back
vowel -al, as in xuew33 'flower' and mawst 'door', which corresponds to the
retroflex suffix in the Beijing variety, while the language in the suburbs and the
vicinity reportedly favours a Beijing-type subsyllabic suffix -r, as evidenced by
such forms as tç'ir33'chicken' and t'ier33'day' (LuFYCD, p. 4).
The monophthong in/, vi type sytlable morphemes in the old Xi'an dialect
has been replaced by a diphthong in the new Xi'an colloquial, which makcs the
changed rhyme similar to the rhyme of the coresponding cognate in putonghua.
E.g.:

z,tß
#ilfrt

ilU'fat'

ß* 'taste'

fi24

viaa

feizc

veiaa

(XiFYCD, p. a)
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Contrary to the circumstances in Luoyang, the rolling up of the tongue in a
manner reminiscent of the Beijing area when pronouncing such syllable morphemes as 'two' and 'ear', resulting in ar, is purportedly the speech norm in
Taiyuan city proper, whereas speakers in the southem suburban area tend not to
apply retroflex pronunciation in these cases, using a sound more like æ instead
(TFYCD, p.5).
Another point of sociolectal divergence in the rhyme structure of the Taiyuan
dialect amounts to the separation of the features [+nasal] and [+vocalic] in the
speech of younger people into two independent segmental units, which has more
Beijing-like items as a result, as proved by the following pairs of syllable
morphemes:

'party'
t6ll
to¡tt
'É

-z.Ìfr
ffiùR

lI'river'

)t'light'

tçiõtt

kuõs¡

tCio¡sl

kua¡sr

(TFYCD, pp. 5, t92, 200, 207)

The medial vowel i in such syllable morphemes as kious3'dog' (Ifl) and
k'ious3 'mouth' ( E ) is an index of the traditional Guiyang speech (Guizhou
province), of the southwestern Mandarin dialect group, while the i-less forms,
segmentally similar to the cognates in the nationat language, are characteristic of
the newer Guiyang patois (GFYCD, p. 4).
Traditionally in Guiyang, the syllable morphemes meaning 'fish' (&.) and 'to
move'(få) as we[[ as'month'(J]) and'leaf (flf¡, for instance, have been
pairwise homophonic due to the lack of the feature [+round] in the frrst member
j¿53, respectively
of the two pairs, so that they have been pronounced as isi and
(GFYCD, p. 4-5). The rounding of the close front vowel to y in 'frsh' and
'month' on the pattem of putonghua has been most extensively realized in the
speech of younger speakers. But on the whole, there is still vacillation between
the non-round and round realizations in such pairs as the above, which presumably points to the fact that this change is still in progress in Guiyang.

Approximation towards the standard language can perhaps be discemed also
in the following cases with rhymes ending in -a in that language variety (e.9. liú
goth old and mid-generation speakers in Shanghai
lüi"l, jiú l)L), gõu täfi1).
usually retain a rhyme ending in a close-mid vowel -r in the corresponding
cognates, while the youngest among the xînpài users allegedly further add -ur after

also an unrounded, only a notch closer back vowel. This additive operation
results in rhymes with equally high vocalic endings with standard Chinese forms'
differing from them only in terms of lip rounding. E.g.:

-r,
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ùf 'to

Zt,f lß
füff'ùrrt

flow'

lirl3
lirut¡

lL 'nine'

ã0'dog'

tçirss

kns5

tçiruss

kru55

(ShFYCD, pp.7, 194, 190)

The impact of the standard language on the lexicon of Chinese dialects
manifests itself in the substitution of a traditional lexeme for one adopted from
putonghua, usually in the younger speakers' usage. The concept of 'yesterday',
for example, is rendered ¡s i¿2t/at /¿ in the traditional Jinan variety while the
speakers of the new Jinan colloquial prefer tsuat2 t'iã instead, a lexeme obviously
borrowed from a language variety similar in this respect to the national language
(JFYCD, pp. 5, l2l, 125). Other instances in this domain are tF'aA42 kua55 yy¿2r3/23
osag2t3 'pean¡t' and tiA2t pq72u44 tsi - Sous5 liá:l 'flashlight', with the
exponent of the older variety coming first in each pair (JFYCD, pp.275, 102,232,
200). Everybody familiar with putonghrd cannot fail to notice the resemblance to
it in the mentioned lexemes from the xlnpài lexicon. Sometimes the putonghua
lexeme has been accepted in thc whole speech community so that in the Jinan
patois, independent of the age of the speaker, neither the lexeme for 'I' nor that
for 'country' are tass and kueiss anymore, but yati and kua55 instead (JFYCD,

p. 5).

[n the New Xiang dialect of Changsha, the plural forms of personalpronouns
in particular show f'eatures convergent with the corresponding forms in the
national language. These forms are not peculiar to the speech ofany specific age
group but characteristic of the speech of the whole Changsha community, distinguishing the city area (i) from the surounding countryside (ii). E.g.:

lst pl.

(i)
(ii)

2nd pl.

Ðo4l mân

¡ou2a

u2a

¡ial

li

¡euzr li

or

3rd pl.

mon

¡isuza uzl

¡iauzr li

t'a33 mân

li

or

['gu2a u2a
t'su2a

li

or

li

(CFYCD, p. a)

Similarly to initials, a change in a rhyme between sociolects may lead to
accidental convergence of dialectal forms with those of the standard language in
one but not in another instance, depending on the degree of formal coincidence
between the exponents of the same etymon in pulonghua and, in this case, the
Mouping dialect. That is, the oldest among Mouping dwellers have retained two
rhymes, -ya and -yuo, in order to distinguish syllable morphemes from each other,
while middle-aged and younger inhabitants have totally ousted the latter in favour
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of the former, giving occasionally rise to Beijing-type homophony, as proved by
the second pair below:

ifl

ffiztß
+/ffiß

'to say'

cyaztl

+

CYazt3

iIü 'to peel'

fi'month'

.{ii 'music'

cruO2l3

yã2t3

yuo2ll

CYâ213

yã2tJ

+

yâ213

(MoFYCD, p. 5)

Naturally, it is not always the case that a speech variety attributed to younger
speakers necessarily equals phonological approximation toward the standard
language. Evidence of such development is offered by the new Changsha
colloquial where the retroflex series /p, frl', os, which in the older variety, in a
way similar to the standard language, stands in opposition to the corresponding
non-retroflex set tr, /s', .i, has been lost in favour of the latter series (CFyCD,
pp. 3-4). This signifies homophonization of the syllable morphemes, kept apart
in putonghua, referring to such concepts as 'to know' (f[) and ,expenses' (Vi) =

ts'iJj, 'prosperous' (F) and 'storehouse' (ô) - ß'qg33 as well as 'to receive'
(4{) and 'to search' (ïQ)= sautt, for instance.
Moreover, the rhymes, which in putonghua are -o0 and -ioy, are formally
better matched by cognate syllable morphemes in the old changsha variety,
whereas the xlnpài speech has, in the relevant cases, drawn fr¡rther away from thc
Beijing-based standard, as proved by the following items:

4'east'

9-L'red'

fifi'grand'

ztß.

to¡:r

xotJ13

io¡t:

ffitfr.

tan3l

xenl3

Çinl:

(CFYCD, p.4)

The Wenzhou dialect of the Wu group from Zhejiang province seems to
resemble the changsha dialect above in having the same kind of relationship between its two sociolectal varieties, lãopàí and xînpài, and the standard language.
That is, if any closer formal parallels on the segmental level with putonghua can
at all be detected, they are to be found in lãopài forms rather than xTnpài items, as
ânyonc familiar with the standard language may notice. This naturally means that
the rules implementing the changes, which separate the latter from the former,
have been systemically realized in all the contexts that have provided the appropriate conditions for them to apply, irrespective of the formal prercquisites of
the corresponding forms in putonghua. In the subsequent sets of examples, (i)
concerns the initial, (ii) the rhyme in 'rain', and (iii) relates to whole forms. E.g.:
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#Ùfx

fo¡3r

È'room'
vucll

ffir/K

ho¡::

ñucll

Jr['wind'

(Ð

(WFYCD, p.6)

Ñ'rain'

ff

zw

iy24

y3l

fJillr

vu24

u3l

(iÐ

'strengfh'

(WFYCD, p.6)

(iii)

Ft 'danger'

ffl

z,fi

Çiers

ie33

ffiß.

Çi3s

i33

'smoke'

(WFYCD, p.7)

The cases of 'head' and 'bean', which give the impression of the respective
to the standard tóu and dòu in sharing the
backness of the constitutive vowels in the rhyme, are counterbalanced by other
syllable morphemes in the table below, in which rhe ldopài variant is an exact
rüy'enzhou xTnpài forms being closer

segmental copy of the corresponding standard form. E.g.:

*,W
ffilrr

* 'head' E 'bean' ùiù 'to flow'
diutt
liu¡t
diu:t
ltu3l
dru3l drull

#['willow'

À'six'

liu2a

lluztz

lru2a

I1¡¡212

(WFYCD, p.6)

In the subsequent instances from the Taiyuan dialect, in which the initial voiced
velar fricative used by the older speakers has been replaced by a velar nasal initial
in the younger age group's speech, neither the låopài nor xînpài forms can be said
to resemble better their etymological equivalents in putonghua. E.g.:

ztß
ffiùK

ã'peaceñrl' ft'I'
yT53
ydtt
!T53
Ddtt

?Í Jacket'
yau53

!4u53

(TFYCD, pp.5, 137, 66,182)

Incidentally, the Taiyuan forms with an initial y do bear resemblance to standard forms, not, however, to those in the modem official language, but to the
forms accepted by an older norm of offrcial pronunciation. This norn was a crossdialectal compromise devised in the early years of the republican govemment
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(Norman 1988: 254-255), one feature of which was the possibility to have an

initial velar nasal in some cases where the modem putonghua has a null initiat.
Mathews' Chinese-English dictionary, for example, ftrst published in 1931, still
records ngo as a possible offrcial form for the first person singular pronoun 'I',
alongside with o (= wri'in pinyin) (Mathews 1975:664).
Actually, one does not have to look to Chinese varieties far away from the
capital area in order to find forms with nasal initials where the modem standard
language has a null initial, since quite at the doorstep of Beijing, in the colloquial
variety spoken in its suburbs, syllable morphemes with velar 7 or alveolar nasal n

have been reported for such syllable morphemes as 'quiet' and 'shore', for instance (HFYCD, p. 8). As a reflection of the earlier pronunciation norrn mentioned in the previous paragraph, Mathews' Chinese-English Dictionary also records a
nasal variant ngan fot the latter meaning but no such altemative has been given
for the former (Mathews 1.975:4,7), which could be due to the fact that in the
case of'quiet' and 'shore', as well as in that ofthe first person singular pronoun,
the distribution of the velar nasal initial in the early standard pronunciation seem$
to correspond to that of Middle Chinese initial ng as attested by such reconngax (Baxtet 1992 745, 795). But
structed forms as È, ?an, H nganu and
y
dialects, it has been argued
modern
Mandarin
in
generally, with regard to initial
that it does not reflect MC ng but represents an automatic onset in syllable

lt

morphemes that earlier had a null initial (Norman 1988: 193).
Consequently, it seems obvious that, contrary to many other cases treated in
this chapter, the differences between the two sociolects in Changsha, Vy'enzhou
and Taiyuan dialects, beginning with the loss of the retroflex series lp, /rs', os in
Changsha, constitute instances of dialect-intemal developments free of outside

influence, at least from the official language, the result of which is not convergence, not even accidental, between pufonghua and the concemed dialects, but
rather further divergence between the two.

CONCLUSION
Our survey of the signs of earlier influence from an ofhcial or prestigious Chinese
variety on the Chinese dialects represented in the data, besideS confirming the

overall resemblance to the features of the north-based LMC language variety,
seems to corroborate the fact that it must be the later LMC variety, Pulleyblank's
Song standard, rather than the earlier variety (Tang), which has served as the
source for literary borrowings. It was also proposed, on the basis of striking
similarities between the literary and the reconstructed Early Mandarin forms in
the corpus at hand, that perhaps the role ofthis still later language, or a language
variety close to it in features, as the prestige language bonowed from, should not
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be totally excluded from consideration. Moreover, we should, on the strength

of

the evidence provided by the dialects of Lichuan (Gan) and Shuangfeng (Old
Xiang) in the present data, like to tentatively argue that possibly the influence of
Song (/Early Mandarin?) prestige was not restricted to the southem dialects as
defrned by Norman (1988: 182-183, 210), but that it could have extended its
impact to areas where contemporaneous forms, of what today are called "central
dialects" (Norman 1988: 182-183), were spoken.

As far as modem developments are concerned, there seem to be two types of
convergence with the forms of the modern standard language in Chinese nonstandard varieties in the present corpus: accidental and intentional convergence. In
addition to the cases where the influence from putonghra suggests itself as a
plausible explanation for the differences between lãopài and xlnpài speakers, we
also noted the possibility of a subconscious effort towards formal imitation of the
national language on the part of the speakers of non-standard dialects, which, if
accepted, would certainly make it sometimes well-nigh impossible to distinguish
with certainty between cases due to accidental coincidence and those owing to
subconscious intentional aim at formal approximation, if attempts at such distinctions were ever deemed necessary. But in either case, be the change considered less intentional or more intentional, the net result amounts to increased
formal similarity with the national language.
\{e also noticed, however, lhat changes in the language of younger speakers
in a speech community do not automatically imply more likeness with putonghua,
but sometimes even the contrary, as the regular implementation of some changes
within the relevant linguistic systems has lead to formal alienation from it.
But all in all, one may predict that, provided the present era of stability is not
disrupted by social unrest, we will see further "standardization" of non-standard
Chinese varieties in the frrture. Of course, there will hardly ever be total con-

of the Sinitic linguistic area, but linguistic unification will certainly
in the form of the birth of local, more and more "putonghua-coloured"

vergence
happen

colloquials all over China.
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